Modification of pIX or hexon based on fiberless Ad vectors is not effective for targeted Ad vectors.
Adenovirus (Ad) vector application in gene therapy is limited by its naïve tropism. We previously developed protein IX (pIX)-modified and hexon-modified Ad vectors in order to alter Ad vector tropism. However, these modified Ad vectors failed to infect cells with the foreign ligands displayed in the pIX or hexon. We hypothesized that steric hindrance by fiber proteins might have prevented the ligand-mediated transduction, as fibers are the outmost capsid proteins of Ad vectors. Therefore, we generated a series of fiberless Ad vectors and investigated their gene expression properties. Unexpectively, however, pIX- or hexon-modified fiberless Ad vector did not achieve any gene expression (the gene expression level by these vectors was similar to the background level). These results might be caused by the fact that the fiberless particles were weaker against physical burdens. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first reported attempt to develop fiberless Ad vectors containing foreign ligands in the pIX or hexon region. The drawback of the lower stability of fiberless Ad vectors must be overcome to develop targeted Ad vectors based on such vectors. This study could provide basic information for the development of effective targeted Ad vectors.